The only sport University in Germany with more than 5000 Students, 20 faculties, high quality education and international research.

Cologne

Cologne offers a prime location in the heart of Europe. It is a city of traditions, modern living and an exceptional sport culture. You can meet people from all over the world, take a trip through 2000 years of impressive history, enjoy the culture, and the liberal open hearted nature of the town.

15th of December, 2015
Opening abstract submission and registration

Just Play it 2016 - A melting pot of science and practice

The keynotes and oral presentations will provide a vivid exchange platform between scientists and practitioners from different disciplines. The conference will offer a broad range of topics reaching from pedagogics, didactics, psychology, informatics, and training and movement science.

Workshops and best practice examples enable the direct transfer from scientific evidence into the applied practice of team and racket sports. Both well-respected teachers and coaches and upcoming generations will have the opportunity to present their ideas and approaches of teaching and coaching.
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Dear Colleagues,

we would like to inform you about a unique event: In 2016 an international conference in the area of team and racket sport research will be held at the German Sport University in Cologne, Germany.

Why unique?

- The Teaching Games for Understanding (TGFU) congress will be held for the very first time in Germany. So far conferences have mainly been held in English-speaking countries, for example, England or Canada.
- At the same time the German dvs-Sportspiel-Symposium will take place at the German Sport University Cologne for the second time after 2004.
- It will be the first time that the dvs-Sportspiel-Community will be brought into contact with the international TGFU-Community.
- For this unique event, we are expecting about 400 to 500 colleagues from all over the world which would be the largest conference in the area of team and racket sports to be held so far.

International and national scientists will engage in interdisciplinary discussions relevant to team sport topics from fields of sport pedagogics, sport didactics, sport psychology, sport informatics, and training and movement science. In this respect the conference will be an ideal exchange opportunity between scientists, practitioners, coaches and teachers and will support existing cooperation or lead to new/future international cooperations.

We are looking forward to the international exchange, which will unquestionably characterize this conference. The organisation team of the Institute of Cognitive and Team/Racket Sport Research of the German Sport University would like to invite you to join the 6th TGFU Conference and the 10th dvs-Sportspiele-Symposium in 2016 at the German Sport University in Cologne.

Best wishes

Your Team of the Institute of Cognitive and Team/Racket Sport Research of the German Sport University Cologne

Organizing Committee
Prof. Dr. Daniel Memmert, Wolfgang Hillmann, Dr. Frowin Fassold, Dr. Philip Furley, Dr. Stefanie Hüttermann, Dr. Timo Klein-Soetbier, Dr. Stephan Nopp, Dr. Marco Rathschlag, Karsten Schul, Dr. Sebastian Schwab

Further information are available on www.tgf2016.info